
Reversing malnutrition 
takes commitment
Turning your malnutrition around is one of the core tenants of Heal Endo. Not only will 
deficiencies mean your endo-belly won’t be able to heal fully, it also means your chronic 
inflammation, immune system dysfunction, chronic fatigue or brain fog, joint degeneration, and 
more will ensue - and add in some infertility to boot. Why it takes commitment is because it’s 
more challenging to meet our RDA for nutrients in a given day than we realize, even if you think 
you eat “well.” 

Let’s talk RDA, which stands for Recommended Daily Allowance, although I like to *smugly* say it stands for Recommended Deficiency 
Amount. That’s because the amounts given for the RDA are only to prevent acute disease. Take the RDA for vitamin C at 60 mg/d. This is the 
amount you need to prevent scurvy, which is very important, but not the amount you need for vibrant health or for an endo-body burning with 
inflammation. We may need a LOT more. One study illustrated that vitamin C therapy was able to reduce the size and abundance of 
endometriosis lesions when ingested at 1000mg C per day -  about 16x more than the RDA. 

OK, now that you understand RDA only represents the least amount of a 
nutrient you need to prevent acute disease let’s take a step back and check 
out this graph. This was independent research from the book The 
Micronutrient Miracle that compared six popular diets for nutrient content, 
only looking to see if they met this necessary RDA. They looked at 27 
micronutrients, including calcium, chromium, biotin, folate, choline, vitamin 
E, vitamin K2, vitamin D, vitamin B12, iron, magnesium, manganese, 
potassium, iodine, and selenium. As you can see, the results are shocking. 

Of these six diets, not one was even close to meeting the RDA for all 
essential vitamins and minerals. Although the closest were whole foods 

diets (Practical Paleo, Primal Blueprint, and DASH each meeting 56% of your daily needs), these folks were still far from the mark of meeting 
the RDA! Additionally, for those who were calorie restricted, notice how the South Beach diet @ 1200 calories only reached 22% of the RDA for 
nutrients. Ouch. 

This info should bring home just how hard it is to even get our daily quotas in, even when eating what we think is well. And since reversing 
malnutrition means eating all your RDA plus extra to start replacing that empty storage vault, it takes super commitment.   

Why are we so nutrient deficient? 
If you’re eating a Standard American Diet of mainly processed foods, this should make sense why, as these foods are utterly devoid of 
nutrients. However, if you already eat whole foods you may be shocked that you’re not making the cut. One big reason is fillers, namely in 
grains + “healthy” processed fare. Even in their non-refined oat or rice form, grains are relatively nutrient poor in comparison with their veggie 
counterparts. If your dinner plate has a cup of rice on it, for example, that rice is taking the place of a much more micronutrient dense option 
like a cup of chard, cauliflower, or zucchini. And many of us are filling up on these fillers more than we realize, even if they’re in the form of 
gluten-free bread or organic, fair-trade quinoa. 

Two other elephants in the deficiency room are soil depletion and shipping. Simply put, our soils today are vastly less mineral-rich than they 
were at the beginning of the century - mostly due to intensive farming practices that don’t employ soil rehabilitation. This means your veggies 
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will be deficient as well, as analysis shows. Beets, for example, have 40% less calcium and 20% less iron, while eggplant has 70% less 
vitamin C and 45% less phosphorous than they did in 1950 (note this was for industrially grown produce, not local). 

As far as shipping, the Institute for Food Research analyzed the vitamin content of shipped and stored veggies and found that after 
only 1 day of being picked spinach lost 50-90% of vitamin C, and after one-week beans had lost an average of 50% of all of their 
nutrients. Sadly, if you’re buying from big box stores like Costco or Safeway, you can assume all produce has been in transit for at least 
a week, meaning your micronutrient consumption may be even further than you thought from the RDA. 

Lastly, our modern diet culture has messed us up a little bit on a few fronts: calorie restriction, taste restriction, and supplementation. 
We already addressed the calorie issue above - as in you can’t even begin to meet RDA of all your nutrients if you’re only eating 1500 
calories/day - but please be aware that if you have disordered eating of any kind (from severe anorexia to more mild calorie tracking 
obsession), it’s worth getting help from a professional to address this. And there is absolutely no shame at all in seeking help, our 
society is sickAF to make so many women fear the stuff which heals us (food), and you may truly need some professional guidance if 
you’re going to start throwing back the amount of food needed to start healing! 

As far as taste restriction, most of us have atrophied palates (as I would call them), pigeon-holing ourselves into a routine of eating no 
more than 10-20 different foods whereas our ancestors ate around 200 different foods year round. And, annoyingly to your taste 
buds, the most nutrient dense foods are usually the ones we don’t eat everrrr. Think sardines, liver, kidney, mussels, heart, seaweed, 
mackerel, herbs, and non-starchy veggies.  

When it comes to supplementation, the supplement industry sometimes fakes us into believing we’re getting enough nutrients from 
pills - although many supplements are unregulated, challenging to absorb, full of fillers and weird things, oxidized, and nowhere near 
as nutrient-rich as real, whole food. How many of us have taken 20 different supplements a day and wondered why we weren’t feeling 
better? Umm, I was. This isn’t to negate the need for targeted supplementation when needed, just that we’re not the Jetsons and you 
can’t eat a Standard American diet while popping vitamins and expect to make any headway. 

And are women with endometriosis extra deficient? I vote yes. First of all our needs are higher than the average lady. Stress, 
inflammation, and disease all require more nutrients for your body to deal with. If you imagine the water needs of a forest during a 
placid Spring morning, a trickling brook may do just fine (this is the proverbial RDA). If that forest develops a blazing fire, that brook 
better quickly turn into a huge rushing river of water to aid the fight, as this is how many nutrients you actually need to fight the endo-
fire. Studies are with me. Here are specific studies showing women with endo are either in extra need (or very deficient in) vitamin E 
[1,2], vitamin C [3,4], zinc [5], omega3’s [6], vitamin D [7], vitamin A[8], and selenium [9]. 

How does nutrient deficiency affect my endo-belly specifically? 
You have to know your gut requires nutrients for many reasons, some of which include to heal intestinal damage and regrow the 
mucosal barrier, as well to feed your microbes.  Zinc, for example, is necessary to regrow the intestinal and stomach lining, so if you’re 
deficient in zinc (as we know women with endo are), you may not be able to heal the way you think. L-glutamine is another ingredient 
we often don’t get enough of. As a conditional amino acid, it means we can make some in our bodies, but not near the levels we will 
need to heal from severe damage. L-proline, L-serine, L-threonine, & L-cysteine are other amino acids required for mucosa building, 
while polyphenols have been shown to help reduce inflammation so repair can take place. Microbes themselves require specific 
vitamins and minerals for health, namely iron, zinc, and vitamins A, D, K, and the B’s.  

This is a solid reason to include some animal products in your diet, since this specific slew of vitamins and minerals are quite animal-
based, and even though you can get some them from plants, you may not be able to get nearly enough for both your recovering 
health and that of the microbiome without key, quality, animal products. One reason is because of anti-nutrients inhibiting mineral 
absorption, meaning plant-based diets may require 50% more than the RDA in certain minerals like zinc and iron. So if you’re trying 
to reverse malnutrition without animals you’d have to eat 3x the RDA in veggie based zinc- every day - which is very hard to do. Not to 
mention pre-formed vitamin A + D + Omega 3’s are most only found in animal products, and although you may be able to ingest 
something like beta-carotene thinking it’s going to convert into vitamin A, the reality is that the worse off your liver, the less you’ll be 
able to convert. Some estimates are at 31% beta-carotene to vitamin A, meaning you’d have to eat 6x the amount of betacarotene 
every day to meet your double-the-RDA Heal Endo recommendation to reverse your deficiencies. 
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Wow, these are good reasons! But, how should I even begin?? Like, I’m 
never eating liver you nutcase 
Never say never! 10 years ago my favorite veggie was broccoli… as long as it was nestled into a glorious bowl of mac ’n cheese. And if I, as a 
recovered 12 year long vegan/vegetarian/processed-food-a-vore, can love 
these foods there’s literally hope for anyone :) However, yes, I totally agree that 
baby steps are crucial. Here are a few ideas to get you started! 

1) Do a simple swap! 
Are you already eating meat and a veggie or two? Just swap them out for more 
nutrient-dense options such as grass-fed or pastured meats and local vegetables. 
Pastured egg yolks have 2-4x the nutrients per egg, local veggies may have up to 
10x the nutrients, so these little swaps mean you're eating the same food, but they 
have so much more to offer. Even just swapping to organic produce will increase 
your nutrient intake.  If you eat grains or beans, soak them beforehand to 
counteract the anti-nutrients within. Now you haven’t even changed your menu, 
but you’ve already increased your nutrients. 

2) Replace fillers with more 
micronutrient rich veggies 
Toast, rice, pasta a staple at every meal? Imagine if you switched those out for a 
veggie of your choice. Cinnamon roasted cauliflower, pine nuts and olive oil with 
broccoli, a sweet potato smothered with ghee.  Want to see how this looks in real 
time? Look at how many extra nutrients you’d be eating! 

Image A: 1 cup oatmeal, 1 cup rice, 1 piece toast. 5 g fiber, barely any vitamins and minerals. Hardly any vitamins + minerals. 

Image B: 1 sweet potato, 1 zucchini, 1 cup grated carrot. 10g fiber, 1/3 the starch, a HUGE amount of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants. 
And this is just swapping out 3 servings of fillers! 

3) Start eating the Big Guns of Nutrition  
If you already eat paleo and often shop local, you may be wondering how to make that leap from the graph on the previous page, showing 
you may still only be getting 52% of your RDA. This is where I’m going to tell you to start eating things outside your comfort zone, foods that 
are so super high in vitamins and minerals they're like natures Red Bull. 

Focus on eating 3-4 serving of cold water, fatty fish per week. Omega 3 deficiency is RAMPANT, and so important for you to refill on 
since omega-3’s help put out the fire on inflammation, regrow the intestinal lining, and even shown to reduce endometriosis implants. 

Aim to eat 1/2-1 pound of liver per week. Or other organs too! Hey, you, don’t gag, there are some easy ways to slip this into your meals 
without even realizing. Remember that Hadza article I linked to about feeding your microbiome. The heart, lung, and liver were all eaten 
straight away because they are soooo valuable and nutrient dense. I have a recipe too, if you keep reading :) 

Focus on glycine rich cuts: another anti-inflammatory miracle worker, glycine is abundant in cuts we don’t often eat. Eating roasts on the 
bone, rough cuts of meat (the kind you’d make pulled pork or beef with), or bone broths are all excellent ways to up your intake. 

Eat seafood: oysters, mollusks, seaweed, and other sea creatures are all very high in micronutrients we’re often so deficient in. Selenium is 
abundant in seafood, and is a mineral us endo gals are often deficient in as it’s fired through when dealing with inflammation. 

Really aim for that 9 servings of fresh, local veggies: as you see from those charts above, replacing just 3 servings of grains/starches with 
3 servings of veggies has an amazing amount of nutrition!! Think what 9 servings could do… 

Switch up your fats: fats are nutrient rich too, so using different ones for cooking or dressing will round out your nutrient intake as much as a 
diversity of veggies and meats. 

Image A:  
3 servings starch 

Image b:  
3 servings veggies
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